The reading list is a bit daunting; but as a foundation for your ICP experience, a good knowledge of Freud will hopefully be worth the hard work. **Please be sure to read the STRACHEY translations!**

**WEEK I**

(Assigned reading)
Preliminary Communication, pps. 3-19
Case of Anna O, pps. 21-47
Case of Emmy von N., pps. 48-105
Case of Lucy R, pps. 106-124
Case of Katharina, pps. 125-134


**WEEK II**

(Assigned reading)


**WEEK III**

(Assigned reading)
Freud, S. (1900) The Interpretation of Dreams. Chapters II and III, pps. 128-166, and Chapter VI as much as you can read, pps. 311-346.


(Optional reading) Read as much of The Interpretation of Dreams as you can manage.

WEEK IV

WEEK V

WEEK VI

WEEK VII

WEEK VIII
Papers on Freudian Technique:


WEEK IX

(Assigned reading)


WEEK X

(Assigned reading)

WEEK XI

(Assigned reading)

(Optional Reading) The Ego and the Id.

WEEK XII

(Assigned reading)

WEEK XIII

(Assigned reading)


WEEK XIV

(Assigned reading)

WEEK XV

Class Presentations and Review Discussion